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Covid-19:  
What they said  
about rail workers then...

What they are saying now...

Rather than reward rail workers for their heroic role 
during Covid–19 the employers are preparing to 
implement permanent, detrimental changes to your pay, 
job security and pension. 

   ...these are the people who have 
been getting the NHS workers, and the 

care workers and essential workers 
and our food and all the rest of it to the 

right places at the right times 
throughout this crisis, without which 

we literally... wouldn’t have food on our 
tables and certainly wouldn’t have the 
emergency services there. I think they 

have done a phenomenal job. 

 Your 
members  
have been 

True 
Heroes...

“ “
”” Grant Shapps MP,  

Secretary of State for Transport

“There is no 
budget” to 

increase wages for 
rail workers... 

Government letter to the rail 
companies  

The Government’s plans for  
rail reforms say:  

“Over 30% of total rail costs in  
2019–20 were staff costs” 

“action is required to reduce costs 
and bring the railways into line with 

other sectors.” 
“It is anticipated that the industry will 
require fewer, and in some cases 

changes to roles” 



Working for less – what the pay 
freeze means for YOU
Rail workers have already been subjected to pay freezes and now an 
open-ended pay freeze could be imposed on all members despite soaring 
inflation creating a cost-of-living crisis. National Insurance is also due to 
rise.  

Below is what a three-year pay freeze could look like. There is also a 
question mark over the very notion that there should be annual pay deals 
at all! 
Rail worker pay has always been calculated using the Retail Price Index (RPI) measure of inflation. RPI 
inflation reached a thirty-year high of 7.1% in November 2021, and independent forecasters are projecting 
RPI inflation to run at an average of 4.5% between 2022 and 2024. The table below shows how various 
salaries could look in three years’ time after an annual pay rise in line with RPI projections and therefore how 
much worse off workers could instead be after a pay freeze, both in terms of the impact on salary and the 
total loss of salary earnings after three years.  

Staff working for the majority of TOCs also did not get a 
pay rise in 2020, therefore, the total loss of earnings will 
be even higher for these workers. 

    Sample            2021/22              2022/23              2023/24              Impact on         Total loss  
    salary                salary                  salary                  salary                  salary of a         of salary 
                             (increased by       (increased by        (increased by        3-year pay         earnings 
                             November           projected             projected              freeze                after 3 years 
                             2021                    RPI)                      RPI)                      (compared to     (compared to 
                             RPI – 7.1%)                                                                  annual pay         annual pay 
                                                                                                                 rises in line         rises in line 
                                                                                                                 with RPI)             with RPI) 

   £20,000         £21,420           £22,384           £23,391           -£3,141       -£6,695 

   £25,000         £26,775           £27,980           £29,239           -£4,239       -£8,994 

   £30,000         £32,130           £33,576           £35,087           -£5,087       -£10,793 

   £35,000         £37,485           £39,172           £40,935           -£5,935       -£12,591 

   £40,000         £42,840           £44,768           £46,782           -£6,782       -£14,390 

   £45,000         £48,195           £50,364           £52,630           -£7,630       -£16,189 

   £50,000         £53,550           £55,960           £58,478           -£8,478       -£17,988 

   £55,000         £58,905           £61,556           £64,326           -£9,326       -£19,786 

   £60,000         £64,260           £67,152           £70,174           -£10,174     -£21,585 

   £65,000         £69,615           £72,748           £76,021           -£11,021     -£23,384 



Working harder, for less

Working longer, for less

Whilst cutting your pay, the employers want you to increase your 
workload. That means:

X  Cutting thousands of jobs across the 
industry on top of the on-going vacancy 
freeze. 

X  Even cutting jobs on the cheap offering 
voluntary redundancy on terms far below 
agreed rates.  

X  Refusing to meet your Union’s demand of no 
compulsory redundancies. 

X  A special focus immediately on stripping out 
jobs from station and retail grades, 
control rooms and catering services. 

X  Closure of all ticket offices across the 
network. 

X  More attempts to introduce Driver Only 
Operation. 

X  Watering down of safety critical maintenance 
regimes at Network Rail with the loss of 
thousands of jobs. 

X  Radical changes to working practices in 
Network Rail maintenance such as pooling 
of operatives, new grading structures, 
overlapping skills, individual rostering, more 
unsociable hours and other measures. 

X  Network Rail also has plans for operations 
and stations with “21st Century Operations” 
and “Digital Railways”. 

X  New arrangements for Network Rail 
customer service staff without agreeing a 
collective resolution to the existing dispute. 

X  Deskilling, outsourcing, less direct 
employment, more agency and casual 
labour. 

X  Less staff means more work and flexibility 
demanded of those who remain. 

X  Across the industry - more unsociable 
hours and shift patterns and worse work-life 
balance. 

X  They will want to place Sunday 
automatically within the working week 
without compensation or enhanced payment. 

X  Accelerated implementation of new and 
digital technologies and remote monitoring, 
that again threatens jobs and working 
practices permanently.

X  Increasing the proportion of your pay you 
pay into the scheme. 

X  Making you retire later. 

X  Reducing the value of your pension when 
you retire. 

X  Making it harder or impossible for new staff 
to join the scheme.  

X  Less staff paying in means you will have to 
put more in, just to keep the scheme going.  

Less pay of course means less pension when you retire. But if that was 
not bad enough, the employers are preparing to attack the Railway 
Pension Scheme. That will mean:

The TOCs are planning these changes now. Network Rail has 
not given a guarantee that their current pension arrangement 
will be maintained. RMT is demanding that the Railway 
Pension Scheme remains open and affordable with scheme 
benefits protected. 



One rule for you and another for 
the fat cats...

To put the above into context... the TOC profits and Network 
Rail annual sub-contracting profits alone would be more than 
enough to fund an inflation-matching pay rise for all TOC and 
Network Rail staff at 7.1%! 

£174 million
annual profit 
leakage from 
Network Rail 
outsourcing 
renewals

the total earnings of the TOC and 
Network Rail directors in one 
year, over £4 million of which 
went to the highest paid director 
at each company.

£10 
million

made in profits  
by TOCs during  
the 6-month  
Covid-19 Emergency Measures 
Agreements (EMAs) in 2020. 

the amount the Rolling Stock companies paid out in 
dividends in 2020!

the amount  
the TOCs  
stand to  
make in profits under their 
18-month Emergency 
Recovery Measures 
Agreements (ERMAs). 

£98 
million

£950 million

£231 
million



Defend Rail, Jobs, Pay and  
Pensions

The core of the campaign 
is as follows: 
• Protect your Earnings 

BUST THE PAY FREEZE  
– you deserve a pay rise 

• Protect your Job – NO Compulsory Redundancies 
• Protect your Working Practices, Terms & 

Conditions 
• Protect the Railway Pension Scheme – keep it 

open and affordable for members

The RMT National Executive 
Committee has recently taken a 
decision that sets the Union up 
for a campaign across Network 
Rail and the majority of Train 
Operating Companies to defend 
your pay, jobs, conditions and 
pensions.

The Union is giving a clear message to our members and the 
whole industry – that we are prepared to campaign and fight, 
to protect our members and win a pay rise and protect jobs, 
conditions, and pensions.  

This may culminate in coordinated industrial action across 
the rail network, in all affected companies.  

More information about the campaign will be issued soon. 



What can you do?

• Spread the word  
– that we all have to be  
ready to take whatever 
steps are necessary to 
defend our futures.  

• Ensure that your colleagues are RMT members.  
It’s quick and easy to join online at 
www.rmt.org.uk/about/join-rmt  
Together we are stronger. 

• Get involved in the campaign.  
Details are available at  
www.rmt.org.uk/campaigns/rail/defend-rail  

• Make sure we have your  
up-to-date details.  
These are not only your contact  
details but also your work grade  
and location. If you’re not sure, email  
info@rmt.org.uk or call 0800 376 3706 

• Keep updated! 
Look out for RMT texts and  
emails and stay in touch with  
your local rep. 

• Follow RMT 
on social media at  
@RMTunion 
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